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Abstract
We present a mechanism to trustworthy isolate I/O devices with direct memory access (DMA), which ensures that an isolated 
I/O device cannot access sensitive memory regions. As a demonstrating platform, we use the network interface controller 
(NIC) of an embedded system. We develop a run-time monitor that forces NIC reconfigurations, defined by untrusted soft-
ware, to satisfy a security rule. We formalized the NIC in the HOL4 interactive theorem prover and we verified the design 
of the isolation mechanism. The verification is based on an invariant that is proved to be preserved by all NIC operations 
and that ensures that all memory accesses address allowed memory regions only. We demonstrate our approach by extend-
ing an existing Virtual Machine Introspection (VMI) with the monitor. The resulting platform prevents code injection in a 
connected and untrusted Linux.

Keywords Formal verification · System security · Network interface controller

1 Introduction

Formally verified execution platforms (microkernels [10], 
hypervisors [11] and separation kernels [6]) constitute key 
software infrastructure for implementing secure IoT devices. 
By guaranteeing memory isolation and controlling commu-
nication between software components, they prevent faults 
of non-critical software (e.g., HTTP interfaces, optimiza-
tions based on machine learning, and software providing 
complex functionality or with short life cycle) from affecting 
software that must fulfill strict security and safety require-
ments. This enables verification of critical software without 
considering untrusted software.

A problem with these platforms is that the verification 
does not consider I/O devices with direct memory access 
(DMA). Current systems either disable them, use a special 
System or Input/Output MMU (SMMU or IOMMU; usu-
ally unavailable in embedded systems) to isolate potentially 

misconfigured devices, or trust the (usually large) control-
ling software.

In order to address this issue we advocate designing 
secure IoT and embedded systems using component isolation 
and the principle of complete mediation: The reconfigura-
tions of the I/O device defined by a device driver are checked 
by a secure monitor to enable the device to only access cer-
tain memory regions. This monitor preserves a security 
policy which is described by an invariant. The rationale is 
that the monitor is substantially simpler, and therefore easier 
to analyze and verify, than the untrusted software. In this 
context, security depends mainly on three properties: (1) 
the security policy (i.e., the invariant) implies that the I/O 
device cannot violate memory isolation; (2) the monitor is 
correctly isolated from the other, possibly corrupted, compo-
nents of the system (i.e., the execution platform is formally 
verified or vulnerabilities are unlikely due to the small code 
base of the kernel); (3) the monitor is functionally correct 
and denies configurations that violate the invariant (i.e., the 
monitor is verified or its small code minimizes the number 
of critical bugs).

We contribute with the first formal verification of (1) for a 
real I/O device of significant complexity. As a demonstrating 
platform we use the embedded system Beaglebone Black (a 
commonly available development board) and its Network 
Interface Controller (NIC). We provide a formal model of 
the NIC and we define the security policy as an invariant 
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in terms of the state of the NIC. We then demonstrate that 
this policy is sound: The invariant is preserved by the NIC 
and it restricts memory accesses to predetermined memory 
regions. The analysis is machine-checked by means of the 
interactive theorem prover HOL4, which makes our reaosn-
ing trustworthy.

To demonstrate the applicability of this approach we 
implemented a secure connected system. Real systems often: 
need complex network stacks and application frameworks, 
have short time to market, require support of legacy features, 
and adopt binary blobs. For these reasons many applica-
tions are dependent on commodity OSs. Our goal is to pro-
vide a system that satisfies some desired security properties 
(e.g., absence of malware), even if the commodity software 
is completely compromised. We extend the prosper hyper-
visor [6], which has been previously verified to guarantee 
property (2), with secure support for network connectivity 
by deploying a NIC monitor, and analyze the correctness 
(i.e., property (3)) of the monitor.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we provide a 
high level description of common DMA controllers in order 
to demonstrate that the majority of devices are configured 
similarly to the NIC under analysis. Section 3 presents 
the security threats posed by the untrusted and potentially 
compromised device driver of the NIC. The following four 
Sects. 4–7 describe the contributions for verification of prop-
erty (1). Section 4 introduces the hardware platform and 
its formal model, Sect. 5 discusses the correctness of the 
NIC model, Sect. 6 describes the invariant and the struc-
ture of the corresponding proof, and Sect. 7 describes the 
implementation of the model and proof in HOL4. The next 
four Sects. 8–11 describe a secure connected system imple-
mented with our design approach. Section 8 presents the 
extension of the existing hypervisor with the NIC monitor 
and evaluates the resulting overhead, Sect. 9 describes the 
monitor, Sect. 10 motivates the correctness of the moni-
tor, and Sect. 11 describes an application of the resulting 
software platform, which supports remote software upgrade 
and prevents code injection in a connected (and potentially 
vulnerable) Linux system. Finally, Sects. 12 and 13 present 
related work and concluding remarks.

2  DMA controllers

We briefly summarize the main traits of DMA controllers 
(DMAC). These are hardware modules that offload the CPU 
by performing transfers between memory and I/O devices. 
From a security point of view, it is important to restrict the 
memory accesses performed by DMACs to certain memory 
regions, since unrestricted accesses can overwrite or dis-
close code and sensitive data. DMACs can be standalone 

hardware modules, or embedded in I/O devices such as NICs 
and USBs.

There are three common interfaces to configure DMACs 
(we reviewed 27 DMACs, including NICs, USBs, and 
standalone DMACs from twelve vendors: ARM, Intel, and 
Texas Instruments, among others). In the simplest DMACs 
(3 USBs), source, destination, and size of memory buff-
ers to transfer are configured via dedicated registers of the 
controller.

The seemingly most common method for configuring 
DMACs (22 controllers of all kinds) is by means of linked 
lists of Buffer Descriptors (BD), an example of which 
is given in Fig.  1. The list is stored in memory, where 
BDs specify source (buf1–buf3) and destination buffers 
(buf4–buf6) by means of pointers and sizes. DMA transfers 
are activated by writing the address of the head of the list 
to a specific DMAC register. The DMAC then processes 
the list in order. First, the current BD is fetched to its local 
memory. Then a number of bytes are read from the source 
buffer and written to the destination buffer via local memory. 
This step is repeated until all bytes of the buffer have been 
transferred, at which point the complete bit is set to signal 
that the transfer is complete. The DMAC then processes the 
next BD, which is addressed by the next descriptor pointer. 
This procedure continues until the DMAC reaches the end of 
the list. In this example, the first BD has been processed and 
the DMAC is currently processing the second BD.

Finally, some DMACs (2 standalone DMACs) are pro-
grammable: A program is stored in memory, and which is 
subsequently fetched and executed by the DMAC to perform 
the specified memory transfers.

3  Security threats, challenges, and scope

The main concern when DMACs are controlled by untrusted 
software is that the destination addresses of BDs can be set 
arbitrarily. Therefore a malicious software could use the 
DMAC to inject code and data into the execution platform 
(e.g., hypervisor) or other components (e.g., other guests), or 
modify page tables and escalate its privileges. Similarly, by 

Fig. 1  An example of a DMAC that performs memory-to-memory 
transfers and that is configured via linked list of BDs
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controlling the source addresses of BDs, an attacker can use 
the DMAC to leak arbitrary regions of memory. Finally, the 
untrusted software may configure a DMAC in ways that do 
not follow the specification, causing the system to perform 
unknown operations.

Easy protection against these threats is to completely 
isolate the DMAC from sensitive memory regions via 
an SMMU/IOMMU. This is a hardware component that 
restricts the memory accesses of I/O devices. Unfortunately, 
even capable embedded systems do not have an SMMU. 
Moreover, an SMMU may have negative impacts on cost, 
performance, and power consumption, and introduce I/O 
jitter.

Software prevention against these threats requires a 
detailed understanding of the DMAC. We address this by 
defining a detailed and unambiguous mathematical model of 
the DMAC under analysis: The NIC of BeagleBone Black. 
The challenge with defining such a model is to understand 
the NIC specification, which is ambiguous, dispersive, self-
contradictory and vague, and contains many details that are 
not security relevant.

An additional challenge is the identification of the secu-
rity invariant, presented in Sect. 6.1. Each transition of the 
NIC model (c.f. Sect. 4) describes a small set of operations, 
leading to a complicated state with many components. 
Also, the NIC writes BDs after transmission and reception 
of frames. Many of these state components, and all these 
writes must be considered when defining the invariant. For 
instance, if the NIC writes a BD that overlaps another BD, 
then the destination address of the other BD might be modi-
fied. All these details make the formal verification challeng-
ing, but helped us discover bugs in the Linux NIC device 
driver, errors in the NIC specification, and define a moni-
tor policy that includes security relevant details that may 
otherwise be overlooked. These findings are summarized 
in Sect. 13.

We remark that our goal is to define and verify an invari-
ant of the NIC that can be used to define the security policy 
of the NIC monitor. Verifying that the NIC hardware imple-
ments its specification is not considered.

4  Hardware platform and formal model

Our analysis concerns the development board BeagleBone 
Black. We take into account only the Ethernet NIC and 
assume that the other DMACs of the SoC (e.g., USB) are 
disabled.

Our formal model of the SoC uses the device model 
framework by Schwarz et al. [15], which describes execu-
tions of computers consisting of one ARMv7 CPU, memory 
and a number of I/O devices. The state of the CPU-memory 
subsystem [8] is represented by a pair s = (c,m) , where c is 

a record representing the contents of the CPU registers, and 
m is a function from 32-bit words to 8-bit bytes representing 
the memory.

The state of the NIC is described by a record 
n = (reg, it, tx, rx, td, rd) . The first component describes the 
interface between the CPU and the NIC, consisting of the 
memory-mapped NIC registers: Ten 32-bit registers reg.r 
and an 8-kB memory reg.BD_RAM . The other components 
(it, tx, rx, td, rd), describe the internal state of the NIC, 
consisting of five records representing components of five 
automata. Each automaton describes the behavior of one of 
the five NIC functions: initialization (it), transmission (tx) 
and reception (rx) of frames, and tear down of transmission 
(td) and reception (rd).

A NIC transition enters an undefined state ⟂ if any of the 
following conditions hold: (1) the transition results due to 
a NIC register write that does not follow the NIC specifica-
tion [1] (e.g., that a specific register should be written with 
a specific value when the NIC is in a specific state), (2) the 
transition occurs from a state from which operations are not 
described by the specification (e.g., the result of issuing a 
DMA request not addressing RAM), or (3) the operation is 
not included in the formal NIC model (e.g., not relevant for 
memory accesses).

The execution of the system is described by a transition 
relation (s, n) �→ (s�, n�) , which is the smallest relation satisfy-
ing the following rules 

where s
l
���→ s′ and n

l
���→ n′ denote the transition relations 

of the CPU-memory subsystem and the NIC, respectively. 
Notice that these rules are general enough to handle other 
types of DMACs. To include fine-grained interleavings of 
the operations of the CPU and the NIC, each NIC transition 
describes one single observable hardware operation: One 
register read or write, one BD read, one BD field write, or 
one single memory access of one byte.

The first two rules do not affect the NIC: the CPU can 
execute an instruction that (1) does not access a memory 
mapped NIC register ( s

�cpu

�������������→ s′ ), or (2) that reads the NIC 
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register at address a ( s
req(a)
��������������������→ s�� ) and processes the result 

( s��
rep(a,n.reg[a])
����������������������������������������������→ s� ). The third rule describes executions of 

CPU instructions writing a value v to the NIC register at 
address a ( s

write(a,v)
�������������������������������→ s� ). Register writes configure the NIC 

and may activate an automaton ( n
update(a,v)
������������������������������������→ n�).

The other three rules involve transitions of active 
automata. An internal transition of an automaton 
atm ∈ {it, tx, rx, td, rd} ( n

�atm
�������������→ n′ ) does not affect the CPU. 

Memory write requests of writing a byte value v to a loca-
tion with the address a ( n

write(a,v)
�������������������������������→ n� ) are issued only by the 

transmission automaton tx. Memory read requests of reading 
the memory byte at an address a ( n�

req(a)
��������������������→ n�� ) are issued 

only by the reception automaton rx, and the byte value at the 
addressed memory location ( m[a] ) is immedietaly processed 
by the NIC ( n��

rep(a,m[a])
������������������������������������→ n�).

The remainder of this section describes the five automata.

Initialization

Figure 2 depicts the initialization automaton. Initially, the 
automaton is in the state power_on ( n.it.s = power_on ). Ini-
tialization is activated by writing 1 to the register RESET 
( n.reg.RESET  ), causing the automaton to transition to the 
state reset . The transition from reset to idle is inhibited until 
the transmission and reception automaton have reach the idle 
state. When the automaton reach the transitions to the state 
init_regs it sets RESET to 0. The CPU completes the ini-
tialization by clearing the transmission and reception HDP 
and CP registers (explained below), causing the automaton 
to enter the state idle . The NIC can now be used to transmit 
and receive frames. If the CPU does not initialize registers 
as described, then the NIC enters ⟂ (i.e., n� = ⟂ ), since any 
other behavior is unspecified.

Transmission and reception

The NIC is configured via linked lists of BDs. One frame 
to transmit (receive) can be stored in several buffers scat-
tered in memory, the concatenation of which forms the 
frame. The properties of a frame and the associated buffers 

are described by a 16-byte BD. In contrast to the example 
illustrated in Fig. 1, the lists of BDs are located in the inter-
nal NIC memory ( n.reg.BD_RAM ). There is one queue 
(linked list) for transmission and one for reception, which 
are traversed by the NIC during transmission and reception 
of frames. Each BD contains among others the following 
fields: Buffer Pointer (BP) identifies the start address of the 
associated buffer in memory; Buffer Length (BL) identifies 
the byte size of the buffer; Next Descriptor Pointer (NDP) 
identifies the start address of the next BD in the queue (or 
1if the BD is last in the queue); Start/End Of Packet (SOP/
EOP) indicates whether the BD addresses the first/last buffer 
of the associated frame; Ownership (OWN) specifies that 
the NIC has not completed the processing of the BD; End 
Of Queue (EOQ) indicates whether the NIC considered the 
BD to be last in the queue when the NIC processed that BD 
(i.e., NDP was equal to 0). Figure 3 shows an example of a 
BD queue.

The state of the transmission automaton consists of the 
following fields:

– n.tx.s : The state of the transmission automaton.
– n.tx.bda : The address of the currently processed BD (can 

be a SOP, EOP or neither), or 0 if no BD is currently 
processed.

– n.tx.start-bda : The address of the first BD in the transmis-
sion queue (always a SOP), or 0 if no queue is currently 
processed.

– n.tx.eop-bda : The address of the EOP BD currently pro-
cessed.

– n.tx.bd : A record containing values of the fields of the 
currently processed BD.

– n.tx.mem_a : The address of the next byte of the frame to 
transmit.

– n.tx.bytes_left : The number of bytes of the frame to trans-
mit that are left.

Fig. 2  Initialization automaton: r is the address of the RESET regis-
ter. p ranges over the addresses of the HDP and CP registers that must 
be cleared to complete the initialization of the NIC

Fig. 3  A buffer descriptor queue consisting of three BDs located in 
the memory of the NIC. The queue starts with the topmost BD, which 
addresses the first buffer of the first frame (SOP = 1) and is linked to 
the middle BD. The middle BD addresses the last (and second) buffer 
of the first frame (EOP = 1) and is linked to the bottom BD. The bot-
tom BD is last in the queue (NDP = 0) and addresses the only buffer 
of the second frame (SOP = EOP = 1)
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The initial state of the transmission automaton (Fig.  4) 
is n.tx.s = idle . The CPU activates transmission by writ-
ing the transmission head descriptor pointer register 
( n.reg.TX_HDP ) with the address of the first BD in the 
queue addressing the frames to transmit. Such a NIC regis-
ter write causes n′.tx.bda and n′.tx.start-bda to contain the 
written address, and the next state to be n�.tx.s = fetch_bd . 
If TX_HDP is written when it is not 0, or when transmission 
teardown is active, then n� = ⟂.

The transition from fetch_bd reads n.reg.BD_RAM to 
decode the fields of the current BD located at n.tx.bda and 
sets n′.tx.bd to the values of the read fields. If the BD is well-
formed, then n′.tx.mem_a and n′.tx.bytes_left are set to val-
ues computed from fields of the read BD, and the resulting 
automaton state is mem_req . If the BD is not well-formed 
(e.g., the fetched BD is outside BD_RAM or its location 
is not 4-byte aligned, or certain BD fields are not properly 
initialized), then the NIC enters ⟂.

As long as there are bytes of the buffer left to read 
and transmit ( n.tx.s = mem_rep ∧ n.tx.bytes_left > 0 or 
n.tx.s = mem_req ), the automaton transitions between 
mem_req and mem_rep , fetching and processing in each 
cycle one byte from memory via DMA. The transition from 
mem_rep that processes the last byte of the buffer addressed 
by the current BD ( n.tx.bytes_left = � ) enters either fetch_bd 
or eoq_own . The transition to fetch_bd is performed if the 
currently transmitted frame consists of additional buffers that 
need to be fetched from memory (i.e., the EOP flag is not 
set of the current BD: n.tx.bd.eop = ����� ), and which sets 
the address of the current BD to the address of the next BD 
( n�.tx.bda = n.tx.bd.ndp ). eoq_own is entered if the all bytes 
of the current frame has been fetched from memory (i.e., 
the EOP flag is set of the current BD: n.tx.bd.eop = ���� ), 
and which saves the address of the current (EOP) BD 
( n�.tx.eop-bda = n.tx.bda ; this assignment is made since 
the value n.tx.bda is needed by the later transitions from 
write_cp to idle and fetch_bd , but n.tx.bda is overwritten 
by either the transition from eoq_own to write_cp or by the 
transition from own_hdp to write_cp).

Once in the state eoq_own , if the current BD is not last 
in the queue (i.e., the NDP field of the current BD is not 0: 
n.tx.bd.ndp ≠ � ), then the OWN flag is cleared in BD_RAM 
( n′.reg.BD_RAM ) of the SOP BD at n.tx.start-bda (indicat-
ing to a device driver that the memory area in BD_RAM 
of the BDs of the transmitted frame can be reused), and 
n′.tx.bda and n′.tx.start-bda are set to the address of the 
next BD ( n�.tx.bda = n�.tx.start-bda = n.tx.bd.ndp ; identi-
fying the next BD to process and advancing the transmission 
queue to start from the next BD, respectively), and enters the 
state write_cp . If the current BD is last in the queue (i.e., the 
NDP field of the current BD is 0: n.tx.bd.ndp ≠ � ) then the 
EOQ flag is cleared in n′.reg.BD_RAM of the current BD 
located at n′.tx.bda (used by a device driver to check whether 
a BD was appended just after the NIC processed a BD, 
which would result in the NIC not processing the appended 
BD, meaning that a device driver must restart transmission) 
and enters the state own_hdp . The transition from own_hdp 
clears the OWN flag in n′.reg.BD_RAM of the SOP BD at 
n.tx.start-bda , TX_HDP ( n�.reg.TX_HDP = � ; TX_HDP = � 
indicates to a device driver that all frames have been trans-
mitted), and sets n�.tx.bda = � and n�.tx.start-bda = � (indi-
cating that there is no current BD to process and that the 
transmission queue is empty).

The transition from write_cp writes the address of the 
just processed (EOP) BD to the transmission completion 
pointer register ( n�.reg.TX_CP = n.tx.eop-bda ) to inform a 
device driver of which is the last processed BD (this raises 
a frame transmission completion interrupt which a device 
driver can acknowledge by writing TX_CP with the address 
of the last processed BD). Furthermore, if all BDs in the 
BD queue have now been processed ( n.tx.bda = � ), or ini-
tialization or transmission teardown was requested during 
the processing of the BDs of the last transmitted frame 
( n.it.s ≠ idle ∨ n.td.s ≠ idle ), then the next state is idle . Oth-
erwise the next state is fetch_bd to begin the processing of 
the first BD of the next frame.

The structure of the reception automaton is similar to 
the structure of the transmission automaton but with four 
notable differences: (1) after the reception head descrip-
tor pointer has been written with a BD address to enable 
reception, it is non-deterministically decided when a frame 
is received to activate the reception automaton. (2) The 
BDs in the reception queue address the buffers used to store 
received frames. Since reception do not get memory read 
replies there is only one state related to memory accesses. 
(3) The transmission automaton has two states ( eoq_own 
and own_hdp ) to describe BD writes (of the flags EOQ and 
OWN). Reception writes sixteen BD fields (e.g., the length 
of a frame and the result of a CRC check), leading to four-
teen additional states. (4) Since content of received frames 
are unknown, values written to memory and some BD fields 
are selected non-deterministically.

Fig. 4  Transmission automaton: tx-a is the address of the transmis-
sion head descriptor pointer register, which is written to trigger trans-
mission of the frames addressed by the BDs in the queue whose head 
is at bd-a. The address mem-a is the memory location requested to 
read, and v is the byte value in memory at that location
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Tear down

The initial state of the transmission teardown automaton 
(Fig. 5) is n.td.s = idle . When the CPU writes 0 to the trans-
mission teardown register ( n.reg.TX_TD ), the state set-eoq 
is entered. However, if TX_TD is written when the NIC 
is not initialized ( n.it.s ≠ idle ), transmission teardown is in 
progress ( n.td.s ≠ idle ), or a non-zero value is written, then 
the NIC enters ⟂.

Before a transition can be performed from set-eoq , the 
transmission automaton must first complete the processing 
of the currently transmitted frame ( n.tx.s = idle ). Then there 
are two cases depending on whether all BDs in the transmis-
sion queue were processed or not. If all BDs were processed 
( n.tx.bda = � ), then the transition from set-eoq to write-cp 
is performed, clearing TX_HDP ( n�.reg.TX_HDP = � ) 
and n�.tx.bda = � . Otherwise ( n.tx.bda ≠ � ), there are two 
non-deterministic cases of either setting the EOQ flag (the 
transition to set-td ) or the teardown flag (the transition to 
own-hdp ) of the BD (at address n.tx.bda ) that follows the 
last processed BD. The reason for this non-deterministic 
behavior is because the NIC specification does not state that 
this operation is performed but tests on the hardware shows 
that this is indeed the cases, making the model cover both 
cases. The transition from set-td clears the teardown flag 
of the BD at n.tx.bda . The transition from own-hdp clears 
TX_HDP  the OWN flag of the BD at n.tx.bda , n�.tx.bda = � 
and n�.tx.start-bda = � . Finally, the transition from write-cp 
writes the teardown completion code 0xFFFFFFFC to 
n′.reg.TX_CP to signal to the CPU that the teardown is 
complete.

Reception teardown works in a similar way but has two 
more states for writing additional BD fields.

5  Model validation

This section considers the correctness of the NIC model. 
There are three components that affect correctness: The 
model, the specification and the hardware implementation 
of the NIC. If any of these components do not describe the 

intended behavior, then the NIC model is most likely incor-
rect. For instance, there could be a typo, logical error or 
ambiguity in the model or specification, or there could be 
an error in the hardware.

To minimize inconsistency between the model and the 
specification, both the model and the specification have been 
reviewed several times. In addition, we studied the Linux 
NIC driver to clarify vague statements in the specification. 
Still, there are some unknowns. An example of an inconcist-
ency in the specification is: One section states that a certain 
BD flag is set of the SOP BD while another section states 
that the flag is set in the EOP BD. To include all possibili-
ties, the model is non-deterministic, causing it to either set 
the flag in the SOP BD, in the EOP BD or in both.

The effects of some operations are not completely speci-
fied. For instance, the specification states that TX_HDP 
becomes 0 after the complete transmission queue has been 
processed, but nothing is stated about how TX_HDP changes 
its value during transmission. The model describes this 
behavior by setting TX_HDP to a non-deterministic value 
distinct from 0. The internal state component n.tx.start-bda , 
not accessible to the CPU, is therefore introduced to record 
the head of the queue. If TX_HDP always contains the 
address of the head of the queue, then this non-determinism 
and the state component n.tx.start-bda would not be needed.

Moreover, the specification includes instructions of how 
the NIC should be configured. For instance, TX_HDP shall 
be written with the address of the first BD of a queue to 
be processed for transmission, but TX_HDP should not be 
written when not 0. The NIC model enters an undefined 
state (i.e., ⟂ ) when these instructions are not followed. The 
model also enters an undefined state when operations shall 
be performed that are unspecified or unclear. For example, 
the specification does not state the effect of activating trans-
mission while transmission teardown is in progress.

To minimize inconcistency between the model and the 
actual hardware, the NIC has been tested to observe how 
the NIC updates its registers and BD fields. For example we 
discovered that the NIC sets the EOQ flag of the first unpro-
cessed BD during teardown, which is unstated in the speci-
fication. This behavior is described non-deterministically 
by the model (the transitions from set-eoq ). In order to not 
inadvertently omit possible interleaving between NIC and 
CPU operations, the NIC transitions are fine-grained: each 
NIC transition describes a single BD field write or memory 
byte access. Finally, the verification exercised the model by 
means of a significant number of lemmas (e.g., the queues 
shrink during transmission and reception).

Despite this conservative definition of the model, some 
inconsistencies were found. The teardown automata does 
not check whether the BD to write is in BD_RAM. For our 
verification, this error is not critical since the NIC invariant 
(c.f. Sect. 6.1) guarantees that every BD is in BD_RAM. We 

Fig. 5  Transmission teardown automaton: td-add is the address of 
TX_TD which is written with 0 to trigger teardown of transmission
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also identified an inconsistency by analyzing a simplified 
model of transmission with the NuSMV [4] model checker 
(a model with a small address space and few BD fields to 
make the analysis feasible). The order of the operations of 
transmission differs from the order that can be inferred, via 
non-trivial reasoning, from the specification. This incon-
sistency and non-trivial reasoning illustrate the challenge 
of manual modeling based on informal specifications. This 
error is also not critical for the verification of the invariant of 
Sect. 6 since it only affects the order of transitions. The error 
may affect the formal verification of the NIC monitor, since 
the order of transitions affect the synchronization between 
the CPU and the NIC.

6  Formal verification of NIC isolation

Our main verification goal is to identify a NIC configuration 
(state) that isolates the NIC from certain memory regions. 
This means that the NIC can only read and write certain 
memory regions, denoted by R and W respectively. We iden-
tify such a configuration by means of an invariant INIC that is 
preserved by internal NIC transitions ( l ≠ update(a, v) ) and 
that restricts the set of accessed memory locations:

Theorem 1 INIC(n,R,W) ∧ n
l
���→ n� ∧ l ≠ update(a, v) implies

1. INIC(n
�,R,W),

2. l = req(a) ⟹ a ∈ R , and
3. l = write(a, v) ⟹ a ∈ W .

6.1  Definition of the invariant

In order to facilitate the definition, the invariant of the NIC 
model is split into several sub-invariants:

6.1.1  Well‑defined state

Iwd(n,R,W) ∶= n ≠ ⟂ states that the NIC is in a defined 
state. This ensures that the NIC cannot perform unspecified 
(arbitrary) operations (transitions) that would potentially 
violate memory isolation.

6.1.2  Disjoint queues

Iqs states that when the transmission and reception autom-
ata are active, no BD in the transmission queue overlaps 

INIC(n,R,W) ∶=
⋀

i∈{wd,qs,it,tx,rx}

Ii(n,R,W)

a BD in the reception queue, and vice versa (no byte in 
n.reg.BD_RAM is used by both a BD in the transmission 
queue and by a BD in the reception queue):

The functions qnic
tx

 and qnic
rx

 denote the list of the addresses 
of the BDs in the transmission and reception queues of the 
NIC, respectively: Let q(n, a) denote the list of addresses 
of the BDs in the queue starting at address a in the state 
n and q(n, �) = [] , then qnic

tx
(n) = q(n, n.tx.start-bda) , and 

qnic
rx
(n) = q(n, n.rx.start-bda).
This invariant ensures that transmission and transmission 

teardown do not affect nor are affected by the state compo-
nents of the reception and reception teardown automata, and 
vice versa. In particular this property guarantees that when 
the transmission (reception) automaton writes into the trans-
mission queue, it cannot modify the content of the reception 
(transmission) queue, which would otherwise potentially 
cause the reception automaton to violate memory isolation.

6.1.3  Initialization

Iit implies that when initialization is complete (the initializa-
tion automaton transitions from init_regs to idle ), the trans-
mission and reception automata are idle.

Only the transmission and reception automata can perform 
internal transition that may cause the NIC model to enter an 
undefined state or access memory. Hence, Iit implies that 
when initialization is complete, the transmission and recep-
tion automata cannot perform such transitions, and that Itx 
and Irx hold vacously (see below for the definition of Itx).

6.1.4  Transmission

Itx is split in into two conjuncts:

The first conjunct applies when the transmission automaton 
is in a state from which it can perform an internal transition 
and prevents these transition from entering an undefined 
state or reading unreadable memory (to prevent the problems 
mentioned in the first paragraph of Sect. 3).

Iqs(n,R,W) ∶= n.tx.s ≠ idle ∧ n.rx.s ≠ idle

⟹ SEP(qnic
tx
(n), qnic

rx
(n))

Iit(n,R,W) ∶= n.it.s = init_regs

⟹ n.tx.s = idle ∧ n.rx.s = idle

Itx(n,R,W) ∶= (n.tx.s ≠ idle

⟹ Itx-wd(n) ∧ Itx-mr(n,R)) ∧

(n.tx.s = idle ∧ n.tx.bda ≠ 𝟶

⟹ SEP([n.tx.bda], qnic
rx
(n)))
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To prevent the transmission automaton from causing the 
NIC to enter ⟂ , Itx-wd consists of a number of constraints, 
including:

– The location of each BD in the transmission queue has a 
4-byte aligned address in BD_RAM.

– Each BD in the transmission queue is properly initialized. 
For instance, the OWN flag is set and the buffer length 
field is greater than zero.

– Each transmission BD is both a SOP and an EOP. To 
prevent the NIC model from entering ⟂ , each SOP BD 
must have a matching EOP BD. Since Linux configures 
each transmission BD to be both a SOP and an EOP, this 
statement is stronger than necessary, but simplifies the 
proof of that Itx-wd is preserved.

– The currently processed BD is the head of the transmis-
sion queue ( n.tx.bda = n.tx.start-bda ). This statement is 
an invariant as a consequence of the previous statement 
of BDs being both SOP and EOP. This is mainly used to 
simplify the proof.

– No pair of BDs in the transmission queue overlap each 
other. This prevents the NIC from writing BD fields such 
that other BDs, processed in the future, get modified. 
This has two implications with respect to preventing tran-
sitions to ⟂ and reading unreadable memory: the NIC 
cannot modify (properly initialized) BDs fields that can 
cause transitions to ⟂ (e.g., SOP, EOP, buffer length), nor 
the buffer pointer field (initialized to address readable 
memory) to address unreadable memory.

– The transmission queue is not circular. If the queue is 
circular and the transmission automaton modifies fields 
of a BD, then that modified BD remains in the queue and 
may be processed again. That modification may cause the 
BD to violate Itx (c.f. the second bullet of this list).

– The transmission queue is not empty if the transmis-
sion automaton is in a state where a BD is currently 
being processed or will be processed in the future 
( n.tx.s ≠ idle ∧ ¬(n.tx.s = write_cp ∧ n.tx.start-bda = �) ). 
This is an example of a statement that is included in Itx 
for the purpose of proving that Itx is preserved.

To ensure that the transmission automaton only reads read-
able memory, Itx-mr requires that:

– Each BD in the transmission queue addresses the mem-
ory region R.

– If the transmission automaton is in the frame fetch-
ing loop (  n.tx.s = mem_req ∨ n.tx.s = mem_rep ) , 
then the state components used to compute the 
memory addresses do not cause overflow, and the 
addresses of future memory read requests issued 
during the processing of the current BD are in R 
(  ∀0 ≤ i < n.tx.bytes_left. n.tx.mem_a + i ∈ R ,  where 

n.tx.bytes_left records the number of bytes left to read of 
the buffer addressed by the current BD, and n.tx.mem_a 
records the address of the next memory read request; see 
Fig. 4).

The second conjunct of Itx applies when the transmission 
automaton is in a state from which it cannot perform an 
internal transition. In these cases, the reception and the 
transmission teardown automata may be in states with 
enabled internal transitions. However, only the reception 
automaton can perform internal transitions that potentially 
cause the NIC model to enter an undefined state or writes 
unwritable memory (the reception automaton does not read 
memory). Therefore, the transmission teardown automaton 
must be restricted from affecting the reception automaton. 
Notice that it is sufficient to restrict the transmission tear-
down automaton when the transmission automaton is idle, 
since the former cannot perform transitions when the lat-
ter is active. The transmission teardown automaton may 
affect the reception automaton when it writes fields of the 
BD at n.tx.bda in BD_RAM, because BD_RAM contains 
the reception queue. The transmission teardown automaton 
writes BD_RAM only when n.tx.bda ≠ � . Therefore, the sec-
ond part of Itx requires that the BD at address n.tx.bda ≠ � is 
separated from each (does not overlap any) BD in the recep-
tion queue (they do not share a byte location in BD_RAM).

6.1.5  Reception

The invariant for reception is similar to the invariant for 
transmission. The main difference is the definition of Irx-wd , 
since reception BDs specify different properties than trans-
mission BDs. Also, the invariant states that BDs in the 
reception queue address buffers in W  , and that n.rx.bda is 
disjoint from the transmission queue.

6.2  Proof of Theorem 1

The proof of Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.2 are straight-
forward. Transitions of the form n

req(a)
��������������������→ n� occur 

only when n.tx.s = mem_req , where a = n.tx.mem_a . 
n.tx.s = mem_req ⟹ n.tx.mem_a ∈ R is implied by 
Itx-mr(n,R) . Hence, the requested address is readable: a ∈ R . 
The proof of Theorem 1.3 has the same structure but follows 
from Irx(n,R,W).

Defining the invariant in terms of sub-invariants stat-
ing properties of initialization, transmission or reception 
naturally leads the proof of Theorem 1.1 to be described 
in terms of these three types of actions the NIC performs: 
act ∈ {it, tx, rx} . The labels of the transitions describing 
one of these three types of actions are identified by L(act) , 
where:
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– L(it) ∶= {�it}

– L(tx) ∶= {�tx, �td} ∪
⋃

a,v{req(a), rep(a, v)}

– L(rx) ∶= {�rx, �rd} ∪
⋃

a,v{write(a, v)}.

The following two lemmas formalize properties of the NIC 
model: Transitions of an action do not modify state compo-
nents of other actions; and an automaton can leave the idle 
state only when the CPU writes a NIC register.

Lemma 1 For every act , if n
l
���→ n′ and l ∉ L(act) then 

n�.act = n.act.

Lemma 2 For every atm , if n
l
���→ n′ , n.atm.s = idle , and 

n′.atm.s ≠ idle then l = update(a, v).

Lemma  3 states that all transitions of each action, 
act ∈ {it, tx, rx} , preserve the corresponding invariant:

Lemma 3 For every act , if INIC(n,R,W) , n
l
���→ n′ , and 

l ∈ L(act) then Iact(n�,R,W) and n′ ≠ ⟂.

Proof We sketch the proof for act = tx , since reception is 
analogous and initialization is straightforward. The transi-
tion l belongs to the transmission or the transmission tear 
down automaton. There are four cases depending on whether 
n.tx.s and n′.tx.s are equal to idle or not.

Case 1 n.tx.s = idle ∧ n�.tx.s ≠ idle cannot occur by 
Lemma 2.

Case 2 n.tx.s ≠ idle ∧ n�.tx.s ≠ idle implies that the 
transition is performed by the transmission automaton 
( l = �tx ). We first analyze modifications of the transmis-
sion queue. The transmission automaton can only modify 
the flags OWN and EOQ of the currently processed BD (at 
n.tx.bda ) and advance the head of the transmission queue 
( n�.tx.start-bda = n.tx.bd.ndp ; although not atomically). 
Itx-wd(n) implies that the current BD is the head of qnic

tx
(n) 

( qnic
tx
(n) = [n.tx.bda] ⋅ t for some possibly empty tail t, where 

⋅ denotes concatenation) and that the BDs in qnic
tx
(n) do not 

overlap. Therefore, the two flag modifications do not alter 
the NDP fields of the current BD (at n.tx.bda ) nor the fol-
lowing BDs (at the addresses listed by t) in qnic

tx
(n) . For 

this reason the transmission queue is only either unmodi-
fied ( qnic

tx
(n�) = qnic

tx
(n) ) or shrinked ( qnic

tx
(n�) = t ), thereby 

implying Itx-wd(n�) . Moreover, the BP fields are not modified 
meaning that the buffers addressed by the BDs in qnic

tx
(n�) are 

still located in R . Therefore Itx-mr(n�,R) holds. The modi-
fications of OWN and EOQ of the current BD do not vio-
late the invariant, since the queue is acyclic, implying that 
the current BD (at n.tx.bda ) is not part of the new queue 
( qnic

tx
(n�) = t).

We now analyze modifications of the state components 
that are used for address calculations of the memory read 
requests, which are restricted by Itx-mr(n,R) . If the transition 

is from fetch_bd , then the automaton reads the current BD 
from n.reg.BD_RAM , and assigns the read values to the 
record n′.tx.bd . Itx-wd(n) implies that the overflow restric-
tions are satisfied by the fetched BD and hence by the rel-
evant state components in n′ , and that the buffer addressed 
by the fetched BD is in readable memory. These properties 
are preserved by transitions from mem_rep and mem_req.

Case 3 n.tx.s ≠ idle ∧ n�.tx.s = idle . It must be shown that 
if n′.tx.bda ≠ � , then n′.tx.bda does not overlap any BD in 
qnic
rx
(n�) . The only possible transition in this case is made 

by the transmission automaton when n.tx.s = write_cp . 
Such transitions do not modify n.tx.bda , n.tx.start-bda , 
n.reg.BD_RAM  , nor n.rx . Hence, qnic

tx
(n�) = qnic

tx
(n) and 

qnic
rx
(n�) = qnic

rx
(n) , which are disjoint by Iqs(n,R,W) . Since 

n�.tx.start-bda = n�.tx.bda ≠ �  a n d  qnic
tx
(n�) = qnic

tx
(n)  , 

n′.tx.bda is the first element of qnic
tx
(n�) . Hence, n′.tx.bda does 

not overlap any BD in qnic
rx
(n�).

Case 4 n.tx.s = idle ∧ n�.tx.s = idle . These transitions 
are performed by the transmission tear down automaton 
( l = �td ), and only write fields of the BD at n.tx.bda (pro-
vided n.tx.bda ≠ � ) and set n.tx.bda to 0. The second con-
junct of Itx(n,R,W) implies that the BD at n.tx.bda does not 
overlap qnic

rx
(n) , therefore qnic

rx
(n) = qnic

rx
(n�) and Itx(n�,R,W) 

holds.   ◻

The following definitions, lemmas and corollaries are 
used to prove that each action preserves the invariant of 
other actions and it does not cause the queues to over-
lap. First, for each action act , we introduce a relation on 
NIC states, n ≽act n

′ , with the meaning that the invariant 
Iact is preserved from n to n′ . For initialization, the rela-
tion n ≽it n

′ states that the state components of the ini-
tialization automaton are equal ( n.it = n�.it ) and that the 
transmission and reception automata remain in their idle 
states ( ∧atm∈{tx,rx}(n.atm.s = idle ⟹ n�.atm.s = idle) ). For 
act ∈ {tx, rx} , n ≽act n

′ states that the:

– state components of the corresponding automaton are 
equal: n.act = n�.act.

– locations of the corresponding queues are equal: 
qnic
act
(n) = qnic

act
(n�).

– content of the corresponding queues are equal: 
∀a ∈ qnic

act
(n). bd(n, a) = bd(n�, a) , where ∈ denotes list 

membership and bd(n, a) is a record with its fields set 
to the values of the corresponding fields of the BD at 
address a in the state n.

– o t h e r  q u e u e  i s  n o t  e x p a n d e d : 
∀a. a ∈ qnic

act�
(n�) ⟹ a ∈ qnic

act�
(n) , where act� = tx if 

act = rx and act� = rx if act = tx.

The following Lemma states that n ≽act n
′ indeed preserves 

the corresponding invariant Iact:
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Lemma 4 For every act , if Iact(n,R,W) and n ≽act n
′ then 

Iact(n
�,R,W).

To complete the proof we introduce a relation for every 
action act , n ⊒act n

′ , which formalizes that the location of 
the corresponding queue is unmodified and that all bytes 
outside the queue are unmodified:

(where A(qnic
act
(n)) is the set of byte addresses of the BDs in 

qnic
act
(n) , and the imaginary “initialization-queue” is defined 

to be empty: qnic
it
(n) ∶= [] ). The following Lemma states that 

each action preserves this relation, provided that the corre-
sponding invariant holds in the pre-state:

Lemma 5 For every act , if Iact(n,R,W) , n
l
���→ n′ and 

l ∈ L(act) then n ⊒act n
′.

Proof This is immediate for initialization since the initializa-
tion automaton does not modify n.reg.BD_RAM.

For transmission and reception, the first conjunct of 
n ⊒act n

′ holds since the corresponding automaton does 
not modify the NDP fields of the BDs in qnic

act
(n) , and qnic

act
(n) 

contains no overlapping BDs (by Iact(n,R,W) ). The second 
conjunct holds since the automaton assigns only fields of 
BDs in qnic

act
(n) (by Iact(n,R,W) ).   ◻

The next Lemma states that each action either shrinks 
the corresponding queue or does not modify its location:

Lemma 6 For every act , if Iact(n,R,W) , n
l
���→ n′ , and 

l ∈ L(act) then ∃q. qnic
act
(n) = q ⋅ qnic

act
(n�).

Proof Iact(n,R,W) implies that qnic
act
(n) contains no overlap-

ping BDs. In addition, no automaton assigns an NDP field 
of a BD. Therefore, no automaton can change the location 
of the BDs in its queue. If the state component identifying 
the head of qnic

act
 ( n.tx.start-bda in the case act = tx ) is not 

modified, the location of the queue is not modified; and if 
that state component is modified, then it is set to either 0 
(emptying the queue), or to the next BD which is a member 
of qnic

act
(n) (by Iact(n,R,W) ; shrinking the queue).   ◻

We finally show that each action preserves the invariant 
of the other actions via a corollary:

Corollary 1 For every act ≠ act′ , if INIC(n,R,W) , n
l
���→ n′ , 

and l ∈ L(act) then n ≽act′ n
′.

n ⊒act n
�

∶= (∀a ∈ qnic
act
(n). bd(n, a).ndp = bd(n�, a).ndp) ∧

(∀a ∉ A(qnic
act
(n)).

n.reg.BD_RAM(a) = n�.reg.BD_RAM(a))

P roo f  A s s u m e  act ∈ {tx, rx}  a n d  act� = it  . 
Lemma  1 gives n ≽act′ n

′ ,  and Lemma  2 gives 
n.atm.s = idle ⟹ n�.atm.s = idle  fo r  atm ∈ {tx, rx} . 
Therefore, n ≽it n

′ holds.
If act = it then the transition is performed by the ini-

tialization automaton, which does not modify n.tx , n.rx (by 
Lemma 1), nor n.reg.BD_RAM . Therefore qnic

tx
 and qnic

rx
 are 

unchanged.
If act = tx and act� = rx , then Lemma 1, Lemma 5, and 

Lemma 6 imply n ≽rx n
′ . The same reasoning applies for 

act = rx and act� = tx .   ◻

Corollary 2 For every act ≠ act′ , if INIC(n,R,W) , n
l
���→ n′ , 

and l ∈ L(act) then Iact� (n�,R,W).

Proof Follows from Corollary 1 and Lemma 4.   ◻

Corollary 3 For every act , if INIC(n,R,W) , n
l
���→ n′ , and 

l ∈ L(act) then Iqs(n�,R,W).

Proof Lemma 5, Lemma 1 and Iqs(n,R,W) imply that an 
action cannot modify the queue of another action. This 
property, Lemma 6, and Iqs(n,R,W) , imply that the queues 
remain disjoint.   ◻

7  HOL4 implementation

Verifying correctness of the invariant requires handling a 
large state space, since it depends on the actual binary con-
tent of the BDs. This prevents the usage of model checkers, 
because they cannot enumerate all possible values of the 
BD_RAM. For this reason, the model and the proof have 
been implemented using the HOL4 interactive theorem 
prover [16]. Hereafter we briefly summarize some details 
of the implementation.

The HOL4 model uses an oracle to decide which automa-
ton shall perform the next NIC transition and to identify 
properties of received frames (e.g., when a frame is received, 
its content, and presence of CRC errors). The oracle is also 
used to resolve some of the ambiguities in the NIC specifi-
cation [1].

The NIC transition relation is defined in terms of several 
functions, one for each automaton state. In HOL4 n

l
���→ n′ is 

represented as n� = �atm
n.atm.s

(n) , where atm is the automaton 
performing the transition l and �atm

n.atm.s
 is the transition func-

tion of atm from the state n.atm.s.
The implementation of the proof of Lemma 5 is based on 

the following strategy: 

1. For each BD field f we introduce a HOL4 function, 
wi(BD_RAM, a, v) , which writes the value v to the BD 
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field f in BD_RAM of the BD at address a , and returning 
the resulting representation of BD_RAM.

2. The HOL4 function write performs several BD field 
writes sequentially: 

3. For each transition function �atm
s

 , we define a (possibly 
empty) list Watm

s
(n) = [t1(n),… , tk(n)] , whose elements 

ti(n) are triples of the form (w, a, v), depending on the 
state n , and in which w, a and v denote, respectively, a 
function writing a BD field, an address, and a value. We 
prove that �atm

s
 and Watm

s
 update n.reg.BD_RAM identi-

cally: 

 For tx and rx, we also prove that the written BDs are 
in the corresponding queue ( {t1.a,… , tk.a} ⊆ qatm(n) ), 
and for td and rd that the written BD is the BD following 
the last processed BD ( {t1.a,… , tk.a} ⊆ {n.tx.bda} and 
{t1.a,… , tk.a} ⊆ {n.rx.bda} respectively).

4. We prove that each wi writes only the BD at the given 
address a and preserves the NDP field: 

5. Finally, we prove Lemma  5 for every update 
write(Watm

s
(n), n.reg.BD_RAM) , provided that all pos-

sible pairs of BDs at the addresses in Watm
s

(n) are non-
overlapping (that is, the BDs at locations ti.a and tj.a do 
not overlap for {ti, tj} ⊆ Watm

s
(n) ). The non-overlapping 

is implied by INIC(n,R,W).

HOL4 requires a termination proof for every function defi-
nition. For this reason the function q(n, a) (i.e., the list of 
addresses of reachable BDs from address a in the NIC 
state n ) cannot be implemented by recursively traversing 
the BDs by reading their NDP. In general the linked list 
can be cyclic and therefore the queue can be infinite. This 
problem is solved as follows. We introduce a predicate 
BD_Q(q, a,BD_RAM) that holds if the queue q is the list 
(which is finite by definition in HOL4) of addresses of BDs 
in BD_RAM starting at address a , linked via the NDP fields, 
and containing a BD with an NDP field equal to 0 (the last 
BD). This predicate is defined by structural induction on 

write([],BD_RAM) ∶= BD_RAM

write([(w1, a1, v1),… , (wk, ak, vk)],BD_RAM)

write([(w2, a2, v2),… , (wk, ak, vk)],

∶= w1(BD_RAM, a1, v1))

�
atm
s

(n).reg.BD_RAM

= write(Watm
s

(n), n.reg.BD_RAM)

(∀a� ∉ A([a]).

BD_RAM(a�) = wi(BD_RAM, a, v)(a�)) ∧

bd(BD_RAM, a).ndp

= bd(wi(BD_RAM, a, v), a).ndp

the list q and its termination proof is therefore trivial. We 
show that the queue starting from a given address in a given 
BD_RAM is unique:

Itx-wd  includes a conjunct stating that the trans-
mission queue is not circular. That conjunct is 
phrased in HOL4 as there exists a list q satisfying 
BD_Q(q, n.tx.start-bda, n.reg.BD_RAM) . This enables a defi-
nition of qnic

tx
 by means of Hilbert’s choice operator applied 

on the set

(the choice operator returns an arbitrary element of the set 
satisyfing the predicate). Since this set contains only one 
element, a unique queue is returned satisfying the predicate. 
The same approach is used for the reception queue.

The model of the NIC consists of 1500 lines of HOL4 
code. Understanding the NIC specification, experiment-
ing with hardware, and implementing the model required 
(roughly) three man-months of work. The NIC invariant 
consists of 650 lines of HOL4 code and the proof consists 
of approximately 55000 lines of HOL4 code (including 
comments). Identifying the invariant, formalizing it HOL4, 
defining a suitable proof strategy, and implementing the 
proof in HOL4 required (roughly) one man-year of work. 
Executing the proof scripts take approximately 45 minutes 
on a 2.93GHz Xeon(R) CPU X3470 with 16GB RAM.

8  Isolating secure partitions in an IoT 
system

To demonstrate the applicability of our design we developed 
a software platform to isolate security critical components 
from a connected Linux system. BeagleBone Black is used 
for evaluation.

8.1  Existing platform

Prosper (c.f. Fig. 6a) is a hypervisor [12] for ARMv7 that 
is capable of isolating a Linux guest from itself and other 
guests. The latter can be used to deploy security critical soft-
ware and isolate it from faults in Linux. Linux is paravirtu-
alized (modified) to be executed in user mode alongside its 
applications. Only the hypervisor is executed in privileged 
mode and which is invoked via hypercalls. In order to guar-
antee isolation, the hypervisor is in control of the MMU and 
virtualizes the memory subsystem via direct paging: Linux 
allocates the page tables inside its own memory area and can 

∀q q� a BD_RAM.

BD_Q(q, a,BD_RAM) ∧ BD_Q(q�, a,BD_RAM)

⟹ q� = q

{q ∣ BD_Q(q, n.tx.start-bda, n.reg.BD_RAM)}
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directly modify them while the tables are not in active use 
by the MMU; once the page tables are in active use by the 
MMU, the hypervisor guarantees that those page tables can 
be modified only via hypercalls. The isolation properties of 
Prosper have been formally verified. However, the existing 
proofs disregard devices and assume that memory can be 
changed only by the CPU whose accesses are mediated by 
the MMU.

8.2  Attacker model

Concerning the Linux guest it is not realistic to restrict the 
attacker model, since it has been repeatedly demonstrated 
that software vulnerabilities have enabled overtaking com-
plete Linux systems via privilege escalation. For this rea-
son we assume that the attacker has complete control of the 
Linux guest. The attacker can force Linux to execute and 
access arbitrary code and data. It is assumed that the goal 
of the attacker is to escape isolation, i.e., reading or writing 
arbitrary memory of a secure guest.

Prosper guarantees isolation (i.e., prevents direct informa-
tion flow between Linux and a secure guest) if the CPU is 
the only hardware component that can access memory [5]. 
However, if Linux can configure a DMA device then Linux 
can indirectly perform arbitrary memory accesses with cata-
strophic consequences: for example it can configure BDs to 
address hypervisor code, page tables, secure guest memory, 
and confidential memory regions, all of which will be writ-
ten or read by the DMA device.

8.3  Secure network connectivity via monitoring

We extend the system with Internet connectivity while pre-
venting Linux from abusing the DMAC of the NIC. We 
deploy a NIC monitor (c.f. Sect. 9) within the hypervisor 
that validates all NIC reconfigurations (c.f. Fig. 6b). The 
hypervisor forces Linux to map the NIC registers with read-
only access (NIC register reads have no side effects). When 
the Linux NIC driver attempts to configure the NIC, by 

writing a NIC register, an exception is raised. The hypervi-
sor catches the exception and, in case of a NIC register write 
attempt, invokes the monitor. The monitor checks whether 
the write preserves the NIC invariant, and if so re-executes 
the write, and otherwise blocks it. In addition to the NIC 
monitor, we extended the checks of the hypervisor to ensure 
that page tables are not allocated in buffers address by BDs 
in the reception queue, since those buffers are written when 
frames are received.

Having the NIC driver in Linux in contrast to a special-
ized NIC driver in the hypervisor has several advantages. It 
keeps the code of the hypervisor small, and avoids verifica-
tion of code that manages power management, routing tables 
and statistics of the NIC. Furthermore, in this design the 
interface between the OS and the NIC is OS independent. 
The monitor provides a NIC interface that closely mimics 
that of the NIC, with the difference that security violating 
reconfigurations are blocked. Hence, the hypervisor and the 
monitor can be used with different OSs, OS versions, and 
device driver versions. Finally, the design demonstrates a 
general approach to secure DMACs that are configured via 
linked lists of BDs and can easily be adapted to support 
other DMACs.

8.4  Evaluation

We evaluated network performance with netperf for the sys-
tem in Fig. 6b, involving Linux 3.10 and BeagleBone Black 
(BBB). Linux was running netperf 2.7.0 on BBB, which 
was connected with a 100 Mbit Ethernet point-to-point 
link to a PC running netperf 2.6.0. The benchmarks are: 
TCP_STREAM and TCP_MAERTS transfer data with TCP 
from BBB to the PC and vice versa; UDP_STREAM trans-
fers data with UDP from BBB to the PC; and TCP_RR and 
UDP_RR use TCP and UDP, respectively, to send requests 
from BBB and replies from the PC. Each benchmark lasted 
for ten seconds and was performed five times. Table 1 lists 
the average value for each test.

We compare the network performance of the system 
(hyper + monitor) shown in Fig.  6b with the system 

(a) Disabled peripherals. (b) Secure peripherals via
monitoring.

Fig. 6  Prosper hypervisor

Table 1  Netperf benchmarks. TS (TCP_STREAM), TM (TCP_MAE-
RTS) and US (UDP_STREAM) are measured in Mbit/second, and 
TR (TCP_RR) and UR (UDP_RR) are measured in transactions/sec-
ond

Configuration Benchmark

TS TM US TR UR

Native 94.1 93.9 96.2 3365.1 3403.4
Native + monitor 94.1 93.9 96.2 3317.6 3402.2
Hyper 16.2 45.6 29.3 924.9 1009.0
Hyper + monitor 15.3 41.0 27.6 891.3 982.6
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(hyper) where Linux is executed on top of the prosper 
hypervisor but is free to directly configure the NIC, and 
therefore being able to violate all security properties. The 
performance of the hyper + monitor system is between 
89.9% and 97.4% of the Hyper system. This performance 
loss is expected due to the additional context switches 
caused by the Linux NIC driver attempting to write NIC 
registers.

To validate the monitor design we also experimented with 
a different system. In this case we consider a trusted Linux 
kernel that is executed without the hypervisor but with a 
potentially compromised NIC driver (Native). This is typi-
cally the case when the driver is a binary blob. In order to 
prevent the driver from abusing the NIC DMA the monitor 
is added to the Linux kernel (native + monitor). The Linux 
NIC driver has been modified to not directly write NIC reg-
isters but instead to invoke the monitor when it needs to 
write a NIC register. The monitor is similar to the one in 
the hypervisor, and the C file containing the monitor code 
is located in the same directory as the Linux NIC driver. 
The overhead introduced by this configuration is negligible, 
as demonstrated by the first two lines of Table 1. The same 
approach can for instance be used to monitor an untrusted 
device driver that is executed in user mode on top of a 
microkernel (e.g., seL4 and Minix).

In addition to being OS and NIC driver independent, the 
monitor minimizes the trusted computing base configuring 
the NIC. In fact, the monitor consists of 900 lines of C code 
while the Linux NIC driver consists of 4650 lines. Moreo-
ver, the monitor is independent of the specific version of the 
Linux kernel and the NIC driver, the latter having grown to 
6500 lines in Linux 5.2.

9  NIC monitor

This section describes the NIC monitor of Fig. 6b. The top-
level function check_write(v, pa) of the monitor is invoked 
when Linux attempts to write the 4-byte word value v to the 
NIC register at the physical address pa . Physical addresses 
are used instead of virtual addresses to make the monitor 
independent of the virtual address map. First, check_write 
checks that the address is 4-byte aligned, to ensure that 
exactly one register is accessed. Then, check_write checks 
which NIC register is located at pa and invokes the cor-
responding handler. Each handler performs the write if 
the write preserves the NIC invariant INIC . Each handler 
returns ���� only if the write preserves the NIC invariant. 
The returned truth value is used by the hypervisor to take 
a suitable action in case Linux does something suspicious.

The monitor uses the following data structures to track 
the state of the NIC:

– init is a boolean variable indicating that the NIC is initial-
ized.

– cleared[p] is an array of booleans indicating if the register 
p has been cleared during the initialization procedure, 
where p ranges over the four transmission and reception 
HDP and CP registers.

– tx_td , rx_td are booleans indicating if the NIC is per-
forming a teardown operation.

– tx_s , rx_s are pointers to the head of the NIC queues.
– active_bd[a] is a mask indicating if the word of BD_

RAM at address a stores is part of a BD that reachable 
from tx_s or rx_s . This masks is used to optimize checks 
of writes to BD_RAM.

The following describes the the support function update_q 
and the handlers of the monitor.

9.1  Subroutine update_q

The datastructures tx_s , rx_s and active_bd must be periodi-
cally updated by the monitor to “release” the BDs that have 
been processed by the NIC. This “garbage collection” is 
performed by the subroutine update_q . The argument of the 
subroutine can be tx or rx to indicate with queue must be 
analyzed. We describe the behavior for tx, since the case for 
rx is analogous. If the register TX_CP is 0xFFFFFFFC, 
then the NIC has finished transmission teardown, meaning 
that transmission is idle and the corresponding queue is 
empty. In this case, update_q traverses the BDs starting at 
tx_s/rx_s , unmarks each corresponding entries in active_bd , 
and sets tx_s to 0. Otherwise, this traversal is done up to the 
first BD whose OWN flag is set, and tx_s is set to the address 
of that BD.

Figure 7 illustrates this process. Each state is represented 
by two columns, one column for the NIC state and one col-
umn for the monitor’s state. In the first state (columns 1 and 
2), the NIC has transmission and reception queues, whose 
start addresses are identified by the internal NIC variables 
tx_p and rx_p (denoted in the NIC model by n.tx.start-bda 
and n.rx.start-bda ). The start locations of the queues are 
recorded by the monitor variables tx_s and rx_s and the 
addresses used by these queues marked in active_bd . The 
second state (columns 3 and 4) shows the result of the NIC 
transmitting the first two BDs. The internal NIC variable 
tx_p is advanced to address the third BD in the transmission 
queue. The monitor’s variable tx_s is now lagging behind the 
transmission queue and active_bd marks some BDs that have 
been already processed. However, tx_s still identifies a queue 
of which the transmission queue is a suffix. The execution of 
update_q collects these BDs, by updating tx_s to point to the 
current head of the transmission queue and unmaking from 
active_bd the traversed BDs.
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9.2  Handler reset (Fig. 8)

This handler is normally invoked when Linux attempts 
to trigger the reset operation of the NIC by writing 1 to 
RESET.

If the value to write to RESET is 0, then the monitor 
accepts the request because this operation has no effect. 
Otherwise, the monitor checks whether the NIC is being 
currently initialized ( ¬init ), is tearing down an operation 
( tx_td or rx_td ). If so, the request is rejected, since the effect 
of writing RESET while the NIC is performing any of these 
operations is unspecified. If the checks succeed, 1 is written 
to RESET to start the reset operation. In addition, the data 
structures tracking the initialization procedure of the NIC 
are set to false.

9.3  Handlers tx_hdp (Fig. 9) and rx_hdp

The handler tx_hdp is invoked either during initialization 
(to clear TX_HDP by writing 0) or to start transmission (by 
writing the address of the first BD of the new queue).

Clearing TX_HDP is allowed only if the NIC is cur-
rently being initialized ( ¬init ), the internal reset operation 
has been completed ( RESET = � ), and the attempted write 

clears the register ( v = � ). If these conditions are satisfied, 
it is recorded that TX_HDP has been initialized. If all 
HDP and CP registers have been cleared then the initiali-
zation is complete. Therefore initialization_performed sets 
init to true, and clears tx_s , rx_s and active_bd to records 
that there is no BD in use by the NIC.

Starting transmission is allowed only if the NIC has 
been initialized ( init ), transmission teardown is not being 
performed ( ¬tx_td ), and TX_HDP is 0. This means that 
the NIC is not transmitting and the transmission queue 
is empty. If these conditions are satisfied, update_q is 
invoked to garbage collect old transmission BDs. Notice 
that update_q sets tx_s to 0 since TX_HDP is 0. Then 
is_q_secure checks that the transmission queue starting 
at v is secure. Namely the following conditions must be 
satisfied: 

1. BDs are located at 4-byte aligned addresses in BD_
RAM, and do not overlap the transmission or reception 
queues (the former is empty since TX_HDP = 0). The 
latter condition is checked by a lookup in active_bd.

2. No pairs of BDs overlap.
3. Each BD is well-formed (e.g., each BD is both SOP and 

EOP, and the OWN flag is cleared).
4. BDs address only readable memory.

If these conditions are satisfied, prepare_queue sets the 
OWN flag and clears the EOQ flag of each BD of the new 
queue. Then add_active_q sets tx_s to the address of the first 
BD of the new queue ( v ) and marks the entries of the new 

Fig. 7  BDs in BD_RAM are marked in grey. Each black square of 
active_bd represents a location that the monitor considers in use for 
BDs

function bool : reset(v : word)
if v = 0 then

return true
else if ¬init ∨ tx td ∨ rx td then

return false
else

for p ∈ {tx hdp, rx hdp, tx cp, rx cp} do
cleared[p] := false

init := false
RESET := 1
return true

Fig. 8  Pseudocode of the handler for writes to RESET

function bool : tx hdp(v : word)
if ¬init then

if RESET = 1 ∨ v �= 0 then
return false

else
TX HDP := 0
cleared[tx hdp] := true
update q(tx)
if

∧
p cleared[p] then
init := true

return true
else

if TX HDP �= 0 ∨ tx td then
return false

else
update q(tx)
if is q secure(v, tx) then

prepare queue(v, tx)
add active q(v, tx)
TX HDP := v

return true
else

return false

Fig. 9  Pseudocode of the handler for writes to TX_HDP
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BDs in active_bd . Finally, the monitor starts transmission by 
writing the address of the first BD to TX_HDP.

9.4  Handler bd_ram (Fig. 10)

The handler bd_ram is normally invoked in two situations. 
The first case is when Linux is initializing some fields of 
a new BD that will be later given to the NIC (either as an 
extension of an existing queue, or as a new queue by writ-
ing TX_HDP or RX_HDP). The second situation is when 
Linux is attempting to extend a queue by writing the NDP 
field of the last BD of the queue. The handler always uses 
update_q(��) and update_q(��) to garbage collect transmis-
sion and reception BDs.

In the first situation, the address of the BD to ini-
tialize cannot be already in use by the NIC, hence 
active_bd[pa] must be unmarked. In this case, the moni-
tor updates BD_RAM, by writing v in the address pa 
( address_space[pa] ∶= v in Fig. 10).

In the second situation ( active_bd[pa] ) the attempted 
write targets a BD in use by the NIC. Function q_access 
traverses the queues starting at tx_s and rx_s to check if the 
attempted write addresses the NDP field of the last BD of the 
transmission or reception queue ( q_access(pa) ∈ {��, ��} ). 
In this case, the monitor performs the same operations as in 
the handlers tx_hdp and rx_hdp (depending on whether the 
transmission or reception queue is to be extended), with the 
exception that BD_RAM is written instead of TX_HDP and 
RX_HDP. If the attempted write targets any other part of the 
queues (i.e., the NDP field of the corresponding BD is not 
0 or pa points to other fields of an existing BD), then Linux 
is attempting to modify a BD that is currently in use by the 

NIC. This operation is forbidden by the monitor, irrespec-
tively of whether it preserves the security conditions.

9.5  Handlers tx_cp (Fig. 11) and rx_cp

The handler is invoked in two situations. In the first case 
Linux is attempting to clear and initialize TX_CP and the 
monitor behave analogously to the case of clearing TX_HDP 
for tx_hdp . In the second case, the handler is only used to 
detect the completion of a transmission teardown. The moni-
tor releases the transmitted BDs and updates tx_td if trans-
mission teardown has been completed.

The handler rx_cp operates in the same way, but with 
respect to reception instead of transmission.

9.6  Handlers tx_td (Fig. 12) and rx_td

This handler is invoked when Linux attempts to teardown 
transmission by writing 0 to TX_TD. It is unspecified to 
initiate a transmission teardown operation while the NIC 
is currently being initialized ( init ) or is already performing 
a transmission teardown operation ( tx_td ). If the teardown 
request is accepted, 0 is written to TX_TD to activate a tear-
down and tx_td is set to true. The handler rx_td is identical 
but handles to reception instead of transmission.

function bool : bd ram(pa : word, v : word)
update q(tx)
update q(rx)

if ¬active bd[pa] then
address space[pa] := v

return true

q access type := q access(pa)
if q access type ∈ {tx, rx} then

if is q secure(v, q access type) then
prepare queue(v, q access type)
add active q(v, q access type)
address space[pa] := v

return true
else

return false
else

return false

Fig. 10  Pseudocode of the handler for writes to BD_RAM

function bool : tx cp(v : word)
if ¬init then

if RESET = 1 ∨ v �= 0 then
return false

else
TX CP := 0
cleared[tx cp] := true
if

∧
p cleared[p] then
init := true

return true
else

update q(tx)
if TX CP = 0xFFFFFFFC then

tx td := false
return true

else
return false

Fig. 11  Pseudocode of the handler for writes to TX_CP

function bool : tx td(v : word)
if ¬init ∨ tx td then

return false
tx td := true
TX TD := 0
return true

Fig. 12  Pseudocode of the handler for writes to TX_TD
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9.7  Default handler

The default handler simply prevents writes to all other 
NIC registers, which are not used by the Linux NIC driver.

10  Correctness of the NIC monitor

This section presents a semi-formal analysis of the cor-
rectness of the monitor. Independently of the argument 
values v and pa given to check_write(v, pa) , check_write 
should preserve INIC . We analyze each handler individu-
ally. Since INIC only depends on the NIC state, the monitor 
can only violate INIC by writing the NIC registers (c.f. rule 
in Sect. 4 involving NIC transitions with the label update).

10.1  Monitor invariant

Clearly correctness of the monitor depends on its data 
structures correctly tracking the state of the NIC. This 
property is formulated as an invariant IMON(m, n) , which 
relates the state (data structures) of the monitor m with the 
state of the NIC. The most important parts of IMON are:

– m.init ⟺ n.it.s = idle : init = ���� if and only if the 
NIC is initialized.

– cleared[p] = ���� if and only if the corresponding 
HDP/CP register p has been initialized/cleared during 
the current initialization.

– n.td.s ≠ idle ⟹ m.tx_td : If the NIC is performing 
a transmission teardown then tx_td = ���� . A corre-
sponding invariant holds for reception teardown.

– ∃q�. q� ⋅ qnic
tx
(n) = qmon

tx
(m, n) : The transmission queue of 

the NIC qnic
tx
(n) is a suffix of the transmission queue of 

the monitor qmon
tx

(m, n) , where qmon
tx

(m, n) ∶= q(n,m.tx_s) . 
A corresponding invariant holds for the reception 
queue.

– ∀a ∈ A(qmon
tx

(m, n)) ∪A(qmon
rx

(m, n)).

  m.active_bd[word(a)]:
  active_bd marks which words of BD_RAM that store 

BDs reachable from tx_s or rx_s . A(bds) denotes the set 
of byte addresses of the bytes of the BDs in the queue 
bds, and word(a) denotes the word-aligned address of 
the word containing the byte located at address a.

In the following we do consider each handler to be exe-
cuted atomically. A formal proof for the monitor would 
require to show that transitions of the NIC interleaved with 
the monitor operation can be reordered without affecting 
the preservation of the invariant.

10.2  Subroutine update_q preserves INIC ∧ IMON

The subroutine update_q does not write any NIC register, 
hence n = n� . The subroutine only affects tx_s (if argument 
is tx), rx_s (if argument is rx) and active_bd . As usual we 
analyze the case for transmission, since the reception case 
is similar. There are two possible scenarios depending on 
whether update_q reads 0xFFFFFFFC from TX_CP.

Case 1 If TX_CP= 0xFFFFFFFC then all BDs in 
qmon
tx

(m, n) are unmarked and tx_s is set to 0 , implying 
qmon
tx

(m�, n) = [] . This case can only happen after that trans-
mission teardown automaton has performed the transition 
from write-cp to idle which means n.tx.start-bda = � , hence 
qnic
tx
(n) = [].
Case 2 If TX_CP≠ 0xFFFFFFFC then update_q sets 

tx_s to the address of the first BD reachable from m.tx_s and 
whose OWN flag is set. Itx-wd states that all BDs in qnic

tx
(n) 

have their OWN flag set. Since update_q advances m′.tx_s 
to the first BD in the queue with the OWN flag set, qnic

tx
(n�) 

remains a suffix of qmon
tx

(m�, n) . Also, by the separation of 
the transmission and reception queue, we can infer that the 
traversed BDs are not part of the reception queue. Therefore 
they can be safely be unmarked in active_bd.

10.3  Handler reset preserves INIC ∧ IMON

Note that this function affects the data structures of the mon-
itor or the NIC state only if v ≠ � , minitialized, ¬tx_td , and 
¬rx_td . In this case, IMON(m, n) ensures that the initialization 
and tear down automata are in the states idle . Writing 1 to 
RESET in this case causes the initialization automaton to 
enter the state reset . Since init and cleared are set to ����� 
(NIC nor any HDP or CP registers are initialized), IMON is 
preserved. Regarding INIC , only Iwd and Iit are relevant. 
Iit is preserved since n�.it.s = reset ≠ init_regs . Iwd is pre-
served since writing RESET causes the NIC model to enter 
an undefined state only when the teardown or initialization 
automata are not idle.

10.4  Handler tx_hdp preserves INIC ∧ IMON

There are two cases where tx_hdp affects the states of the 
monitor data structures or the NIC state: 

1. ¬init , RESET = � , and v = � : TX_HDP is cleared during 
initialization.

2. init, TX_HDP = � , ¬tx_td , and is_q_secure(v, ��) : TX_
HDP is written with v to start transmission of a secure 
queue with the first BD at address v.

Case 1 ¬m.init , n.reg.RESET = � and IMON(m, n) imply 
n.it.s = init_regs . Writing 0 to TX_HDP when the ini-
tialization automaton is in this state means that TX_HDP 
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has been initialized, and therefore cleared[��_���] is set 
to true. If all other HDP and CP registers have aalso 
been initialized (i.e., 

⋀

p≠��_��� cleared[p] as implied 
by IMON(m, n) ) then initialization is complete. Hence, 
n�.it.s = idle , and init is therefore set to true. IMON is 
therefore preserved.

Regarding INIC , Iwd is preserved because clearing TX_
HDP when the initialization automaton is in init_regs do 
not cause the NIC to enter an undefined state. All other 
sub-invariants of Itx hold vacuously since qnic

tx
(n�) is empty 

(since clearing TX_HDP causes the NIC model to also clear 
n′.start-bda).

Case 2 TX_HDP = � implies that qnic
tx
(n) is empty, and 

is_q_secure(v, ��) implies that the new transmission queue 
qnic
tx
(n�) starting at v , is not overlapping with the reception 

queue qnic
rx
(n) . For this reason, the writes of the OWN and 

EOQ fields by prepare_queue(v, ��) does not affect the 
sub-invariants of INIC that depend on the reception queue. 
is_q_secure(v, ��) implies that qnic

tx
(n�) satisfies all secu-

rity requirements, and thus also all sub-invariants of INIC 
that depend on the transmission queue. Regarding IMON , 
add_active_q(v, ��) marks all entries of active_bd of the BDs 
in qnic

tx
(n�) and sets tx_s to v , thereby preserving their associ-

ated invariants, and thus also IMON.

10.5  Handler bd_ram preserves INIC ∧ IMON

There are two cases in which the execution of bd_ram affects 
the data structures of the monitor or the NIC state: 

1. pa does not address a BD reachable from tx_s or tx_s 
( ¬active_bd[pa]).

2. pa addresses an NDP field equal to zero of a BD in the 
transmission or reception queue.

Case 1 IMON(m, n) implies that the transmission and recep-
tion queues of the NIC ( qnic

tx
(n) and qnic

rx
(n) ) are suffixes of the 

corresponding queues as viewed by the monitor ( qmon
tx

(m, n) 
and qmon

rx
(m, n) ). Since pa does not address a 4-byte word of 

a BD reachable from tx_s or tx_s , the addressed location is 
not a part of a BD in use by the NIC. The write does there-
fore not affect the NIC queues nor the NIC automata. That 
is, the write satisfies n ≽act n

′ , keeps the queues disjoint and 
does not cause the NIC to enter an undefined state, thereby 
preserving each sub-invariant of INIC by Lemma 4. In addi-
tion, no data structure of the monitor is written, thereby pre-
serving IMON.

Case 2 Only the case for transmission is considered since 
the case for reception is similar, for which the reasoning is 
nearly identical to Case 2 of the handler tx_hdp . The differ-
ence is that there is an existing transmission queue, which 
the appended queue is checked to not overlap.

10.6  Handler tx_cp preserves INIC ∧ IMON

The operations of tx_cp and tx_hdp when init = ���� are 
analogous and the correctness reasoning of tx_cp is therefore 
analogous to the correctness reasoning of tx_hdp.

Otherwise ( ¬init ∧ tx_td ∧ TX_CP = ���������� ), for 
IMON to be preserved, the transmission teardown autom-
aton must be in the state idle . The only transition of the 
NIC model that writes 0xFFFFFFFC to TX_CP is the last 
transition of the transmission teardown operation. Hence, if 
TX_CP = ���������� , the transmission teardown automa-
ton is idle.

10.7  Handler tx_td preserves INIC ∧ IMON

Writing TX_TD has two possible outcomes depending 
on the state of the NIC and the value written. If either the 
NIC is not initialized ( n.it.s ≠ init_regs ), the transmission 
teardown automaton is not idle ( n.td.s ≠ idle ), or the value 
written is not 0, then the NIC model enters an undefined 
state. Otherwise, the transmission teardown automaton is 
activated.

The former outcome cannot occur since only 0 is writ-
ten to TX_TD  and that write only occurs when init and 
¬tx_td . The values of the latter two monitor data structures 
and IMON(m, n) imply that the NIC is initialized and that 
the transmission teardown automaton is in the state idle . 
Therefore the NIC does not enter an undefined state. Hence, 
only the latter outcome is relevant, causing activation of the 
transmission teardown automaton, which does not affect 
INIC and thus INIC is preserved. Since tx_td is set to true, 
IMON is preserved.

11  Application: prevention of code injection 
and secure system upgrade

We demonstrate the platform of Sect. 8 by extending the 
functionalities of an existing application. MProsper  [5] 
uses the Prosper hypervisor to prevent code injection in the 
untrusted Linux (c.f. Fig. 13a). Mprosper uses the isolated 
partition to execute a Virtual Machine Introspector (VMI) 
and code hashing. This partition prevents execution of code 
(i.e., memory page) whose hash value is not in the database 
of trusted program hashes, referred to as the “golden image”.

The hypervisor supervises all modifications of the page 
tables and informs MProsper of all modifications of the vir-
tual memory layout. Whenever Linux (1) requests to change 
a page table, (2) the hypervisor identifies the physical pages 
that are requested to be made executable (if the request 
involves executable permissions) and requests their valida-
tion to MProsper. The VMI (3) computes the hash values 
of those pages, and checks that the hash values are in the 
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golden image. The hypervisor (4) applies the changes only 
if the checks of MProsper succeed. Additionally, MProsper 
forces Linux to obey the executable space protection policy: 
A memory page can be either executable or writable, but 
not both. These policies guarantee that the hash values of 
the code have been checked by MProsper before the code 
is executed and that executable code remains unmodified 
after validation.

In the considered scenario, the attacker has the goal of 
executing arbitrary binary programs via any vulnerability 
of the compromised Linux guest. Similarly to the hypervi-
sor, MProsper prevents these attacks if the CPU is the only 
hardware component that can modify memory [5]. If Linux 
can configure DMA accesses, the compromised Linux can 
modify the golden image or inject code into its own execut-
able memory.

We modified MProsper to use the design of Fig. 13b. 
We extended the checks of MProsper and the NIC monitor 
to ensure that executable code is not allocated in buffers 
addressed by BDs in the reception queue (i.e., executable 
code is not located in W  ). This prevents a compromised 
Linux from exploiting the DMA accesses to bypass the 
code signature checks while enabling Internet connectivity 
to Linux applications.

This system design also enables connectivity to the secure 
components, which can use Linux as an untrusted “virtual” 
gateway. We used this feature to implement secure remote 
upgrade of Linux applications (c.f. Fig. 14). First, the hash 
values of the new binary code are computed and signed 
using the administration private key and then published by a 
remote host. Linux (1–2) downloads the new code, hash val-
ues and the associated signature and (3) requests an update 
of the golden image via a hypercall. The hypervisor forwards 
the request to MProsper. The signature (4) is checked by 
MProsper using the administration public key, and if it is 
valid, the golden image is updated with the new hash val-
ues. The use of digital signatures makes the upgrade trust-
worthy, even though Linux acts as a network intermediary, 

and furthermore, even if Linux is compromised. A simi-
lar approach is used to revoke hash values from the golden 
image.

12  Related work

Several projects have done pervasive verification of low 
level execution platforms (e.g.,  [6, 9–11, 19]). These pro-
jects usually do not take I/O devices into account. If I/O 
devices are taken into account then there are four approaches 
to show security properties of these platforms: (1) block 
disallowed memory accesses by disabling DMA or using 
explicit hardware support, like IOMMU for x86 (e.g., Vas-
udevan et al. [18]); (2) verify a privileged device driver; (3) 
monitor the configurations established by an untrusted and 
unprivileged device driver; and (4) synthesize a driver that is 
correct by construction. In the last three cases formal models 
of the I/O devices (the NIC in our case) are necessary.

Alkassar et al. [2] and Duan [7] have verified device driv-
ers for UART devices. Alkassar et al. [3] have verified a page 
fault handler of a microkernel that controls an ATAPI disk, 
proving that after the driver has terminated, a specific page 
in memory has been copied to a sector of the disk. In all 
these cases, data transfers to and from the device occur via 
the CPU and no DMA is involved, therefore these devices 
do not constitute a threat to memory isolation.

The system design presented in [20] is similar to the 
system design of Fig. 13.a and consists of a hypervisor, 
a monitor, and untrusted guests. The hypervisor is based 
on XMHF [18] and configures the hardware to protect: the 
hypervisor from the monitor and from the guests; the moni-
tor from the guests; and the guests from each other. The 
monitor (called wimpy kernel) checks device configurations 
built by guests to ensure isolation. Although memory integ-
rity of the hypervisor has been verified, I/O devices are not 
considered in the verification since their memory accesses 
are checked by an IOMMU.

Device driver synthesis is a method for automatically 
generating device drivers that are correct by construction. 

(a) Disabled peripherals (b) Secure peripherals via
monitoring

Fig. 13  Preventing code injection by means of MProsper. A dashed 
box represents that the memory region is read-only of the correspond-
ing software component

Fig. 14  Secure remote upgrade
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Some of these methods (e.g., [13, 14]) require a specifica-
tion of the protocol of the communication between the OS 
and the device driver and between the device driver and the 
I/O device. Current results cannot synthesize device drivers 
for I/O devices with DMA. When only security properties 
are needed (and not functional correctness), communica-
tion protocols are not necessary for synthesis and a security 
invariant can be used to drive the synthesis of a run-time 
monitor (e.g., generation of a debugging monitor [17]).

13  Concluding remarks

We modeled the NIC of an embedded system and demon-
strated that the NIC can be securely isolated. Isolation is 
formally verified by means of an invariant, which is pre-
served by all NIC operations, and which implies that all 
memory requests address only readable and writable mem-
ory regions. The invariant provides a blueprint for securing 
the NIC: Either the device driver ensures preservation of the 
invariant, or a run-time monitor is used to prevent potentially 
compromised software to violate the invariant. We demon-
strated that the second method is practical, by developing 
and analyzing a run-time monitor and evaluating its deploy-
ment in a secure hypervisor.

The verification identified some properties of secure NIC 
configurations that are not explicitly stated by the specifica-
tion and that may be overlooked by developers. For example, 
a queue must not contain overlapping BDs, since that could 
cause the NIC to modify the BP field of a BD when updating 
the OWN field of an overlapping BD.

We also identified a bug in the Linux driver while test-
ing the monitor. When the driver module is unloaded, the 
driver (1) tears down reception; (2) frees the buffers in 
memory used for reception; (3) inadvertently re-enables 
reception; and (4) shuts down the DMA of the NIC. If a 
frame is received between (3) and (4), then the NIC writes 
into a freed buffer. In case of interrupt or parallel execution, 
this buffer may have been (re-)allocated to another software 
component, potentially causing data corruption. Moreover, 
this write after free can leak frame data to other software 
components. Finally, the thorough analysis of the NIC lead 
to the identification of self-contradictory statements in the 
NIC specification which have been reported in Sect. 5.

Our approach can be adapted to secure other DMACs 
that are configured via linked lists. In case the linked lists 
are stored in memory instead of being stored in the DMAC, 
then their elements must not overlap with writable buffers 
addressed by the BDs or be directly writable by untrusted 
software. Also, the linked lists cannot reside in non-readable 
memory, since the DMAC can then leak their configuration/
content. In case the DMAC does not modify BDs, the con-
straint of non-overlapping BDs and queues is not needed. 

Our approach can also handle register based DMACs by 
considering the registers used to configure memory accesses 
as a fixed queue. On the other hand, a general treatment of 
programmable DMACs is challenging, since they require a 
formal model of their instruction set, which can be used to 
define arbitrary behavior.
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